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pKa values and Molecular Structure
Background:  The tendency of a molecule to behave as an an acid (donate a H+ ion) can 
	 	 	 be	strongly	influenced	by	the	stability of the conjugate base formed. 
   For exmple;

pKa = 16  CH3CH2OH    ⇋ H+   +    CH3CH2O
— negative charge makes ethoxide 

       ethanol      ion very unstable / reactive 
  
pKa = 9.99  C6H5OH ⇋ H+   +    C6H5O

—  phenoxide ion is more stable 
     phenol      as negative charge is 'shared' 
          with benzene ring

pKa = 4.76  CH3COOH   ⇋ H+   +    CH3COO— ethanoate ion is more stable as
          negative charge is spread over
          the carboxylate group

pKa << -1   HCl → H+   +    Cl—   chloride ion is a very stable ion

Practical:   Benzoic acid and derivatives of benzoic acid will have their pKa values 
   determined by examining the pH curves obtained by titrating against 
   sodium hydroxide solution. (Assume each is a monoprotic acid).

  hydrogens only            hydroxyl group   ester (carboxylate) group
    benzoic acid        salicylic acid   acetyl salicylate (aspirin)

      hydroxyl groups (triol)                   salt (carboxylate ion)
        gallic acid                  potassium hydrogen 
                  phthalate
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Technique:  A calculated mass of each solid (equivalent to 20 cm3 of 0.1 mol l-1 ) will be 
   weighed by difference into a clean 250 cm3 beaker, and dissolved in approx. 
   10 cm3 of ethanol. Heating (no naked flames) and stirring may be necessary.

Deionised water can then be gradually added (with stirring) to make the volume up to approx. 
100 cm3. The apparatus used to obtain the pH curve should be set up as shown, using a previously 
calibrated pH probe, (buffers of 4 and 10 supplied).

         reservoir of 0.1 mol l-1 NaOH
         (separating funnel)

         very thin capillary glass tube
         datalogger

         pH probe

         beaker with sample
         follower (stirring magnet)
         magnetic stirrer

Each person is responsible for one of the solids and should attempt to repeat the process 3 times 
if possible.

pH Curve:  As you will have already learnt, the pH of a weak acid is governed by the 
   following formula:

       pH = pKa  - log ([Acid] / [Salt])

The point at which an equivalent amount of NaOH (exact amount needed to react 100% of the 
acid) has been added will correspond to the middle of the region of dramatic change in pH.

At 'half way', 50% reaction,   [Acid] = [Salt]    so   log ([Acid] / [Salt]) = 0    and  pH = pKa

In other words, the pH at this 'half way' point will equal the pKa of the acid.


